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FEIMEX FX BatmooZ

The portable and battery-powered LED lamp is equipped with 4x 10W RGBW 

LEDs and provides with the lightweight design the ideal solution for an optimum 

illumination without cable.

AC-4

The FX BatmooZ is a portable, battery-powered LED-Light which can be 

applied without DMX- or Powercabeling. So your location is in perfect 

light within a few seconds and valuable construction time can be saved. 

With the motorized zoom and an angle between 8 ° and 40 ° several 

incredible effects and inserst can be made. This fact makes the FX Bat-

mooZ unique.

A further highlight is the W-DMX-Receiver which makes it possible to 

use and control the FX BatmooZ without any cables. It is also possible 

to create your own personal scenes or use a lot of colours stored in the 

internal library.  These functions are making the battery-powered LED 

lamp the most flexible device on the market.

The FX BatmooZ can be customized in any surrounding. The standard- 

colour of the product is black but on correspondingly high quantity it is 

also possible to order the LED-Light in white.

Based on the low power consumption of 50 W, the battery guarantees a 

runtime up to 15 hours, so you are never dependent on cables anymore.

Thanks to the choice of different PWM frequencies, the FX303 is even 

compatible with HD-Cameras.

FX BatmooZ  

Portable, battery-powered LED lamp with IP65 motorized zoom

IP65

Battery

Zoom



Design

The battery operated IP65 led lamp is available in black and white. The compact and 

lightweight design allows multifunctional applications.

Electronics & Features

Channels 6 Channels: Zoom, Setting, RGBW 

 9 Channels: Strobe, Dimmer, Zoom, Setting,  

  RGBW, CTO  

 12 Channels: Strobe, Dimmer, Zoom, Setting,  

   Colourmacro, RGBW, CTO,  

   Auto,  AT-SP Fade

W-DMX Built with Wireless Solution- or  

 LumenRadio-Receiver

Display 4 colour LCD-Display for auto- and 

 userdefined programms,  

 Master-/Slavemode 

Structure and Power supply

Battery autonomy 7 hours of Full White (RGBW) 

 15 hours constant colour change

Charging time 6 hours in flightcase



Contact

FX BatmooZ 

Optical system

Beam angle 8° to 40°

LED-light sources

LEDs 4x red, 4x green, 4x blue, 4x white

Colours 16,7 million (R, G, B) 0 - 100 %  

 saturation adjustable

Colour mixing RGBW

Temperature ranges

Operating temperature - 20° C ~ + 40° C

Cooling convection-cooled

Control & programming

Protocol DMX512 & W-DMX

Strobo 0 - 20 Hz

DMX-Channels 6, 9, 12 for advanced or basic controlling 

Specifications

Mains voltage 100V ~ 240V

Power consumption  50W

DMX512-connection XLR 3-pol input/output

 
Housing

Material injection-moulded aluminum and plastic

Colour black or white (requires high quantity)

Protection class IP65

Dimensions / weight

Dimensions (L x W x H) 240 x 191 x 286 mm

Weight 6 kg (incl. battery) 
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